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Slivers in the space of the studio. Shards of glass, like shrapnel, after a shattering.

Chthonic Void: a title ready to shatter. We expect titles to provide headings, orientations. 
But placed against each other, “chthonic” and “void” intimate neither stability nor directionality. This title extends fracture lines 
originating in Christine Tarkowski’s sculptures: multiple openings, conflicting associations, diverging directions.

Chthonic: the depths of the earth, a fullness, a heaving and heated fundament, a fund of primal energies 
(carnal, psychic, geologic….), an underworld brimming with subterranean forces. 

Void: ___________________, i.e., empty, nothing…the abyss.
Chthonic Void: the fullness of nothing, the nullity of the idea of totality, a body of imminently shatterable works, the work of shattering—
body, psyche, matter….

Nietzsche was a disciple of Dionysus, chthonic god of intoxication. The philosopher famously opposes Dionysus to Apollo, god of 
lucidity, eternity, stable forms. No wonder Nietzsche writes of “shattering,” “strife,” and “contradiction” as virtues. Dionysus is a god of
opposition, of frenzy (self-shattering)—a god hailing from a chthonic void in which things are made to fall apart.

In Tarkowski’s hands, glass is a chthonic medium. Heated in the belly of a furnace, it emerges glowing and flowing 
like magma, a vision of amorphous, excessive life—and death: loss of integral form, stability, organization. 

Glass for Tarkowski undermines form/s even as it takes form; her sculptures are created as 
pre-shattered. “Glass wants to break,” she remarks. She works with and against that desire, producing 
sculptures that bespeak the muscular exertions of their creation as well as a material fragility. 

In doing so, Tarkowski renders frangible any stabilizing pretenses of the “plastic” arts and any transcendental aims of intellect that have
forgotten their earthly basis. Tarkowski thus pulls a sneak attack on what she calls the “Platonic camp” of clean geometry, abstract 
conceptions, the primacy and purity of ideas (forms) over matter. 

But Tarkowski’s art is not anti-intellectual. Rather, it stands opposed to the privileging of the “purely” 
intellectual. It evidences a thinking through materials, with the hands. In those hands, glass is put on the attack 
against the certitudes of idealism—and against itself.
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An attack against glass, with glass. 
Against the glass that, as mirror, stabilizes the ego in self-reflection. (If you glimpse your reflection in Tarkowski’s black glass, you’ll 
find yourself dispersed over filaments or engulfed in a gleaming void.) And against the glass that, as window, aspires to transparency, 
lucidity, purity: here material facticity is celebrated, not suppressed. (Even Tarkowski’s clear glass is drizzled, warped, or wrinkled with
the traces of the earthy burlap polygons into whose unstable shape it was blown. No unadulterated clarity, no limpidity.)

And against glass as “purely” decorative, made for a gaze seeking the too-often easy comforts
and delights of ornamentation. Tarkowski’s art counters decoration with excessive embellish-
ment. Playing at the edges of decoration, it also gives decoration an edge, a sharp cusp. 

But cusps are made with curves, and in Tarkowski’s work, with crashes and incursions. Geometrical designs, borrowed from 
decorative arts and rendered in metal, crumple like discarded carapaces, making wrecked scaffolds for webby—in some 
places almost lacy—sinews and molten flows of poured glass….

…often black glass. In other bodies of work, Tarkowski has used tar and the color black to query into histories of racial oppression, 
genocidal violence, class strife, and economic injustice. In the present exhibition, black is as unstable, as multitudinous, in its possible
referents as it is fragile: subterranean depths, empty celestial expanses, architectural “dark spaces” as well as the dark space of a 
rigorous materialism all converge and collapse here—a critical refusal of “purity” in all forms.

Tarkowski’s work counters any will to purity, defying boundaries that would cleanly separate sculpture
from drawing, pedestal from table, craft from fine art, functionality from decoration…. Tarkowski fragilizes such lines of division and 
constraint: lines are everywhere evoked in order to be breached. One tactic of her glass attack is thus to make a strength of fragility—
for the specific properties of glass in all its unpredictable liquidity and frangible solidity allow Tarkowski to draw vitreous lines so as to
activate the power of crossing them. 

Lines drawn in glass: Tarkowski pours and drizzles liquid glass, creating flows, pools, fine eddies, thready lines. Such dimensional 
drawing evokes crossed lines through its biaxial orientations: dripped glass moves vertically with gravity’s downward pull, and 
horizontally in spreading over a grounding surface.

But Tarkowski’s art reminds us that even this ground is shaky, every surface an indication of earthly depths: chaotic, chthonic.
Each sculptural piece in this show constitutes a small debacle, gorgeous in its ruinous lineaments and the swells of its soft 
geometries, delicate in its structural and material instability.

In fact, Tarkowski’s art activates the power of the precarious—frangible glass, fragile lines—and the allure of the aleatory—accident, 
uncertainty, contingency. These sculptures court precariousness, evidencing a will to defy those structures, conditions, and habits of
thought and behavior whose presumed stability too often upholds oppressive relations and moribund politics. 

From the chthonic void comes a concatenation of opposites and oppositions: elegant-disruptive, 
muscular-delicate, fixed-frangible. Cascades of implicit slivers, cataracts of curves and cusps. 
A criticality matched by a precarious ecstasy, an emptiness counterpoised by plenitude. An attack 
in glass, with fragile lines falling around vessels inflated by the artist’s breath: the birth of art 
from the spirit of defiance. 











GLASS
2015
glass or glass and steel
variable dimensions

SCREEN PRINTS
2016
ink on canvas
variable dimensions

EMBOSS
2015
paper
15”h x 11”w 
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Her works range in scale from the ordinary to the monumental.
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yardage, and temporary printed ephemera. Many of her recent works
point toward the flotsam of western culture relative to systems of
democracy, religion and capitalism.  Her work has been exhibited at,
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